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Moving Light Consoles for the 21st Century
At last, the next generation of Light Palette consoles has arrived. 

Based on our powerful Palette OS with its direct action point and 

click graphical interface, these new consoles offer control to meet 

productions of any size. Systems are available from �500 to 8000 

channels with over �2,000 DMX outputs, providing exceptional range 

and control.  

Light Palette has a powerful web browser that lets you configure 

and monitor your network and interact directly with Strand’s award-

winning C2� and EC2� dimming systems. Right there on the console 

screen. And Light Palette is an elegant and highly functional lighting 

console, leveraging industry-standard technologies and making it easy 

to communicate with other cool products (and not just ours) over the 

network. Whether you want to visualise your show with WYSIWYG or 

run a PowerPoint projection, Light Palette connects quickly and easily. 

Light Palette provides full support for multi-console operation as well. 

Now you can have one operator program conventional lights while 

another programs moving lights simultaneously on the same show.

And Light Palette’s brain is a rugged industrial PC with a powerful Dual 

Core processor that could be swapped in seconds if you ever needed 

to. Which you most likely wouldn’t. Palette has an 80 gigabyte hard 

drive, or you can save your shows anywhere on the network. Tracking 

back-up is available, too, either through a multi-console system or with 

a Rack Palette Back-up for total security for your show. You even get a 

USB key for show storage. On us. How cool is that?

PaletteOffline™ runs in Windows and imports Strand �00 and 500 

series show files, so you can mix, match and swap to your heart’s 

content. 

All Light Palettes feature the latest in moving 
light control for shows of any size. 

Communicating with your console has never 
been easier, as the latest generation of Light 
Palette brings real world language to your pro-
gramming. Pan 50 degrees – Tilt 20 degrees are 
among the many instructions that you can apply 
to your rig. 

Need to change a light out for a different model? 
No problem. Light Palette will automatically 
adjust for the new light and make your show 
look right.
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